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Abstract

Designing test cases is one of the most crucial activities in software testing process. Manual test case design might result in
inadequate testing outputs due to lack of expertise and/or skill requirements. This article delivers automatic test data generation
framework by effectively utilizing soft computing technique with Apache Hadoop MapReduce as the parallelization framework.
We have evaluated and analyzed statistically our proposed framework using real world open source libraries. The experimental
results conducted on hadoop cluster with ten nodes are effective and our framework significantly outperforms other existing cloud-
based testing models.
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1. Introduction

Software testing is the most imperative and rational facet to substantiate that developed software meets approved
quality principles. Across industry sectors software testing process costs approximately 30% of the total cost of soft-
ware development. Appropriate and accurate testing determines the precision at which the developed software would
be able to support the business need. Both the elements (cost and the precision) are controlled through robust and
effective test case design methodology. Manual test case design is time consuming and requires detailed expertise
and experience. Nevertheless any manual process is prone to the risk to human errors. There have been instances
wherein testers were not been able to design the appropriate test cases which caused ineffective software testing and
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often lead to increase in the cost of software when bugs were found at a later stage. Generating a test input to reach
a specific location within the source code is known as undecidable and can be perceived as the halting problem of a
Turing machine[7]. Soft computing techniques such as genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization algorithm
are found to be more efficient in solving the NP-complete problems. The prodigy of genetic and particle swarm op-
timization algorithm constitutes of a set of chromosomes or particles that forms the population. The solution to the
problem is found by directing the search towards potential areas of the search space by comparing and contrasting the
fitness function values with the overall search goal. Software test data generation is equivalent to combinatorial prob-
lems that can be solved by utilizing soft computing techniques at an acceptable computational cost. This is carried
out by converting the test criteria to the fitness function. The fitness function decides the suitability of the prospec-
tive solutions and the exploration is headed towards the best possible optimal solution space. This is also termed as
search-based software test data generation. Famous researchers have worked in this direction and contributed to the
academic research in many ways [1][2][3][4][5][6].

The quality of the generated test data can further be improved if it satisfies multiple objective functions. That can
be achieved by utilizing the concept of pareto-optimality. It helps in identifying the solutions that satisfy multiple
objectives. This process of fitness function evaluations and comparisons consumes considerable amount of computa-
tional power and time. In addition to this, the population of large number of particles is preferred as it supports better
exploration of the search space and helps in obtaining optimal and accurate solutions [8]. However, the exploration
demands enormous amount of computational power, time and storage space. This requirement can be fulfilled by
using cloud computing. Cloud computing offers dynamically scalable virtual resources by making use of commod-
ity hardware as a service over the Internet. Although significant efforts have already been carried out to make soft
computing techniques (evolutionary algorithms and swarm intelligence) work in parallel by employing the distributed
architectures (like OpenMPI and grid computing). However, these solutions are not sufficient enough to address all the
problems like heterogeneity, scalability, load balancing, communication, frequent failures, synchronization between
distributed components etc. On the other hand, the architecture of MapReduce demonstrates the superior charac-
teristics of distributed computing to the users and facilitates easy development of parallel applications in distributed
environment [13]. It handles all the tedious tasks such as fault tolerance, load balancing etc. and the coordination of
the execution of parallel tasks in the distributed environment. It works by dividing the bigger problems into smaller
tasks and executing them in parallel on several machines at the same time. Users specify the computation in terms of a
map and reduce function. It makes the application cloud ready and cloud offers dynamically scalable virtual resources
as a service over the internet on rental basis at economical rates. It supports the distribution of an application over
cloud in a cost-effective and convenient manner.

Apache Hadoop MapReduce is open source software and capable of distributing the task of test cases generation
to several cheaper nodes available on the cloud easily and very effectively. It also helped us in obtaining test data set
selection in a faster and cost effective way. Based on these above key salient features, Apache Hadoop MapReduce
has been selected for the development of our proposed framework.

In this paper, we present a framework based on Apache Hadoop MapReduce for automatic test data generation.
We have implemented our framework on java platform that takes bytecode of SUT, type of testing and goal of testing
as an input from the user. The next step is to convert the test description file and store on the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) in the Hadoop cluster. The underlying strategy for test data generation of the proposed framework
is called by Map-only job. This is designed by amalgamation of genetic and particle swarm optimization algorithm.
Rather than applying the velocity and distance update rules to the particles for updating their values, we applied
genetic operators for update and evolution. It was done because genetic operators are more explorative and it is com-
paratively much easier to apply these operations on the object oriented structure. The particle representation contains
not only parameter values but also the constructor and method invocations. This also helped us to achieve the increased
population diversity of genetic algorithm and fast convergence rate of particle swarm optimization by selecting the
best individuals as the new candidate solution in the upcoming generation. The Gbest particle set is formed from the
pareto fronts and PBest are the particles that possess better pareto ranks. Pareto optimal test suite thus obtained is
further minimized and prioritized by the mapper and finally JUnit file is generated. The cost of generated test cases
is evaluated by Cost Evaluator based on four parameters namely test goal, cost budget, size of the software under test
and type of testing. The features of our proposed framework are as follows:

i. Able to generate test data for more than one object oriented class in SUT efficiently.
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ii. Pareto optimal solutions that satisfy multiple objective functions (e.g. fault detection, coverage and test case
execution time) are formed by using the concept of pareto front and pareto ranks.

iii. Explorative and exploitative heuristic using the properties of both genetic and particle swarm optimization
algorithm.

iv. Easier parallel implementation through Apache Hadoop MapReduce.

1.1. Motivation of our work

The motivation of our work stimulated from the need of intelligent and fast automatic test data generation strategy
that reveals faults present in the software at earlier stage in minimum time during unit testing. In spite of the fact
that soft computing techniques can solve test data generation problem automatically but still software industries did
not opt for this. This may be due to complex and iterative nature of the existing strategies which requires huge
cost in terms of computational resources and time. Although significant efforts have been carried out to make soft
computing techniques (evolutionary algorithms and swarm intelligence) work in parallel by employing the distributed
architectures (like OpenMPI and grid computing), yet these solutions are not sufficient enough to address problems
like heterogeneity, scalability, load balancing, communication, frequent failures, synchronization between distributed
components. Apache Hadoop Map Reduce framework, in contrary, provides the programmers a cutting edge to
handle all the tedious tasks like fault tolerance, load balancing and the coordination of the execution of parallel
tasks in the distributed environment. It is lightweight programming technique that is executed faster in parallel on
lot of machines which makes the application cloud ready and offers dynamically scalable and virtual resources as a
service over the internet on a rental basis. Several cheaper nodes available in the cloud provide massive computational
resources required for test data generation in cost-effective manner.// Another benefit of MapReduce framework
that makes it very useful is that it works in tandem with Hadoop Distributed File System. This means that data storage
and computation can coexist on the same physical nodes within the same cluster. It supports the idea of moving
computations to data i.e. rather than moving data to computing location, the computing is executed at the location of
the data itself. This is exactly opposite to how it is done in the case of classical distributed processing systems where-
in the application and the data both need to be moved to the available computation resources. MapReduce takes
advantage of data proximity and is capable of processing large amounts of data without being affected by traditional
bottlenecks like network bandwidth.

1.2. Technical challenges

Robust and fault free software is the ultimate target of any software development company. To achieve this,
software companies invest lot of money in software testing but despite of these efforts and investments, software
failures are identified at later stage and sometimes even by the end customers even after deploying software at client
site. This leads to a massive added expenditures and complications while correcting the faults that exists in the
software. Hence it is very necessary for the software development companies to identify and rectify faults in the
software at an early stage to reduce the overall software development cost. Test data is used to verify and validate the
software and it is a very important aspect which often decides the success of software testing. Therefore, test data
need to be chosen very carefully to ensure that it not only cover the paths specified by test goal given as an input by
user (or coverage of all the public classes and methods by default) but also reveal faults within the code. Automated
test design using soft computing technique is a very good solution to deal with this problem but software companies
might face the challenges while adopting soft-computing technology. Few of the key challenges are listed as below:

• Computational Cost: Despite the efforts of various researchers in the field of test data generation based on soft
computing still the application of this process within software industry is limited [43][44][45][46][47][48][49].
which may be due to the fact of associated added computational cost with these techniques.

• Test size: Population based test data generation strategy often results in massive amount of test data being
generated due to large number of iterations and population size. This generated intermediate test data need to
be saved onto a disks before selecting optimal test suites.
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1.3. Our approach

The primary contribution of this paper lies in the development of cloud-based automatic test data generation
framework and the underlying test case generation heuristic. In our previous work [41], we have designed and proved
experimentally that the performance of our hybrid strategy based on genetic and particle swarm optimization algo-
rithm for automatic test data generation is better than the other traditional strategies like GA, PSO, Hill Climbing,
Simulated Annealing and Memetic algorithms. Therefore, we have designed and implemented a strategy based on
hybrid particle swarm optimization and genetic algorithm in which ’gbest’ and ’pbest’ particles are computed using
the pareto-optimality approach. Pareto optimal approach helps in finding the optimal solution that possesses best
fitness values for multiple objectives. Mutation and Crossover is further applied to these selected particles. Only best
solutions are retained and carried over to the next generation. The two component fitness function has been designed
which computes the branch coverage as well as the number of faults lying in the traversed paths. The optimal test data
that reveals more faults in minimum time is given the priority than the others.

Our framework is generic enough to use ’test oracle’ from the available code contracts. Contracts comprise of
preconditions and post conditions, are scientifically labeled for each method of the class [50]. Fault is said to be
occurred when an exception is generated without any violations of the precondition of the contract. However, in this
paper all the unchecked exceptions reported on artificial seeding of the bugs in the SUT have been termed as faults.

To deal with huge data sizes and computational costs, we can utilize the resources provided by the cloud comput-
ing. Thus, we have developed our framework utilizing the Hadoop MapReduce which helps in making our framework
compatible with the cloud environment. Hadoop MapReduce framework distributes the task of test data generation
to several mappers and enables concurrent execution on different nodes. Due to parallelization, we are also able to
reduce the time required to generate the optimal test suites. Furthermore, the implementation of this framework over
cloud can facilitate the software tester to run massive test jobs with no upfront cost. The framework can thus promote
agile testing in multiple environments without the need of setting up of test infrastructure. It also leads to cost saving
and augments customer satisfaction by detecting bugs earlier in the development phase.

In this paper, our main focus is to look deeper and devise an efficient soft computing based test case generation
strategy that can be easily adopted by software industries. The main contributions of this research paper are mentioned
below:

i. Proposed the framework for effective cloud-based testing.
ii. Designed and developed Hadoop MapReduce based automated test data generation strategy using GA and PSO.

iii. Devised and implemented the new approach for the gbest evaluation using pareto-optimality.
iv. Empirical evaluation of the proposed framework.
v. Comparison with the other existing soft-computing based cloud testing models.

1.4. Paper Organization

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic concepts of Apache Hadoop MapReduce,
Pareto-optimality, genetic and particle swarm optimization algorithms, section 3 gives the related work, describes
the proposed framework in detail, section 4 describes the proposed framework in detail, section 5 throws light on
performance evaluation and section 6 summarizes the paper and gives suggestions for future work.

2. Background

In this section, we have introduced the fundamentals of genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization algorithm
and Apache Hadoop MapReduce.

2.1. Fundamentals of GA

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) is an evolved metaheuristic optimization technique that aims to find set of promising
solutions. This is done by encoding the candidate solution into some data structures called as chromosomes. This
technique copies the principle of Darwian theory of biological evolution, as it applies recombination and mutation
operators on these chromosomes yielding one or many candidate solutions. GA manages and maintains the set of
candidate solution throughout the solution process. Initially, the set of chromosome is randomly generated and in next
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successive steps, a selection operator is employed, choosing two best solutions from the current set. The selection is
directed by the results given by the fitness function that is used as quantifier. It is then followed by the application of
crossover operator on two selected solutions. The applied crossover operator introspect through exchanging section
between the two selected solutions on pretexts of a defined crossover probability. Out of them, the fittest solution
is chosen by mutation operator and value at each position in solution is altered as per standard given by mutation
probability. Then the algorithm is terminated when a defined stopping criterion has met. A Basic algorithm for GA is
described in Algorithm 1 [15]

ALGORITHM 1: Genetic Algorithm
input : Random Population and appropriate Fitness function
output: Optimized Solution

Initialize(population);
Evaluate(population);
while notsatis f ied do

Selection (population);
Crossover (population);
Mutate (population);

end

2.2. Basic PSO

Particle Swarm Optimization utilizes swarm-based meta-heuristic search technique given by Eberhart and Kennedy
in 1995 [16]. It mimics social norms of bird flocking and animals herding. Here like swarms, searching for food in a
unified way, PSO is also a set of random potential problem solutions, called particles. PSO strategy is based on the
movement and exploration of virtual input search space by a particle. Particle can be observed as an object which
consists of position and velocity as two components. As particle moves, the position and velocity of a particle is
continually updated with every repetition of an algorithm. Every particle keeps the record of particle’s personal best
position in the swarm and the global best position. In the initialization phase, each particle possesses random position
and velocity within the domain of the specific function. In the process, applying the evaluating function, particle
modifies its velocity, so as be place toward its best personal point and global best point with respect to the input space.
The following equations are used in PSO to update the position X and velocity V of a particle. A Basic algorithm for
PSO is described in Algorithm 2. In the algorithm rp and rg are the two random values in the range [0,1].

Vj,d(t) = wVj,d(t − 1) + cr j,d(pBest j,d(t − 1) − Xj,d(t − 1))
+c′r′j,d(lBest j,d(t − 1) − Xj,d(t − 1))

(1)

Xj,d(t) = Xj,d(t − 1) + Vj,d(t) (2)

where X(t) and V(t) represents the position and the velocity of particle at time t respectively. The inertia factor is
specified by w; r and r′ are the constants. A Basic algorithm for PSO is shown in Algorithm 2 [17].

2.3. Pareto-optimality Ranking Approach

Pareto optimality is a theory in economics which has wide range of utilization in engineering, game theory and
social sciences. The basic concept of pareto-optimality is defined as an occurrence of allotment of resources in which
it is impossible to make any one individual better off without making at least one individual worse off. Pareto optimal
solution is the solution that is not dominated by another solution in the search space. It cannot be enhanced with
reference to any objective without deteriorating at least one another objective. The set of corresponding objective
functions in the objective space are known as Pareto Front. A decision vector x is said to dominate a decision vector
y (also written x � y) if and only if their objective vectors gi(x) and gi(y) satisfies:

gi(x) ≥ gi(y)∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}; and

∃i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N} | gi(x) > gi(y)
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ALGORITHM 2: Particle Swarm Optimization
input : Random Population and appropriate Fitness function
output: Optimized Solution

foreach Particle i do
initPosition(i);
initBestLocal(i);
if i=1 then

initBestGlobal();
end
if improvedGlobal(ı)==1 then

updateBestGlobal(i);
initVelocity(i);

end
end
while notendingCondition do

foreach Particle i do
createRnd(rp,rg);
updateVelocity(i,rp,rg);
updatePosition(i);
if improvedLocal(ı)==1 then

updateBestLocal(i);
end
if improvedGlobal(ı)==1 then

updateBestGlobal(i);
end

end
end

Mathematically, Multi-objective Optimization Problem can be defined as follows:

Given: A vector of decision variables, x, and a set of objective functions, gi(x) where i = 1, 2, . . . ,N
Definition: Maximize {g1(x), g2(x), . . . , gN(x)} by finding the Pareto optimal set over the feasible set of solutions.

Pareto frontier identification process in engineering helps in making knowledgeable decisions when there is trade-
off between multiple objectives. Selection of pareto efficient subset of the test suite is the main task of multi-objective
test case selection problem and has been formulated by Shin Yoo et al.[37]. It is defined as follows:

Multi Objective Test Case Selection
Given: A test suite, T, a vector of N objective functions, gi , i = 1, 2, . . . ,N.
Problem: To find a subset of T, T’, such that T is a Pareto optimal set with respect to the objective functions,
gi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N.

The objective functions are the mathematical descriptions of test criteria concerned. A subset t1 is said to dominate t2
when the decision vector for t1 ({g1(t1), ..., gN(t1)}) dominates that of t2.

2.4. Introduction to MapReduce

MapReduce is the child product given by Google researchers Dean and Ghemawat [13]. It was developed by
Google for the economical processing of data-intensive problems by exploiting huge number of commodity hardware
lying in the data center in an easy way [14]. It is an extremely scalable and parallel processing framework that facil-
itates the creation of parallel programs easily for distributed cluster of processors or stand-alone computers without
worrying about intra-cluster communications, failure handling and task monitoring. MapReduce is combination of
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two distinct functions Map and Reduce which implements divide and conquer strategy. The Map function handles
parallelization by splitting large data set into autonomous chunks and systematizes them into key and value pairs
whereas Reduce collates the results. This process augments the speed of the cluster by providing rapid solutions in a
reliable manner. The InputFormat arranges the divided input into ranges and map function creates a map task for each
range. The distribution of map tasks among worker nodes (slave nodes) is performed by the JobTracker (or Master
node). The Reducer processes and collates the set of intermediate key value pairs with the same key values generated
by Mappers and subsequently writes its output back into HDFS.
MapReduce Framework has been implemented in several unique ways. Among them AppEngine MapReduce [9] and
Hadoop MapReduce [12] are the most popular implementations. Apache Software Foundation has launched the open
source implementation of MapReduce which aids programmer simultaneous execution of enormous chunk of data in
parallel over large cluster of machines.
Apache Hadoop MapReduce is better than Google AppEngine as it supports high fault tolerance and high data avail-
ability. It also comes with lower hardware costs and minimum data transfer latency.

3. Related Work

The dissemination of software testing on numerous computing machines in parallel has several advantages and has
been illustrated by Starkloff [56]. Unfortunately, very few researchers have paid attention on this area. Lastovetsky
and Alexey [57] demonstrated the speed up of 7.7 on two 4-processor workstations of regression test suite over the
serial execution of test suite that took 90 hours for each bug detected[59][60][61]. Joshua employed Jini framework
to carry out the distribution of the execution of regression JUnit test suite over multiple nodes, whereas GridUnit used
the computational Grid for distributing the task of JUnit test suite execution over multiple machines on Grid. Yao
et al.[62] simulated grid-based unit testing for NUnit and dbUnit with a support of C# and database-driven projects.
However, the above approaches does not address automated test data generation and requires manual creation of
test suites beforehand for their execution on either LAN or a Grid. The shortcoming of using LAN is that it has
limited number of nodes and Grid has computing machines of varying capacities. This requires a rigorous effort
by the administrators to efficiently balance the load across all machines to get the best output. In this case the
programmers have taken explicit care of heterogeneity, scalability, load balancing, communication, frequent failures
and synchronization between distributed components.

Since, manual test data generation is prone to errors, we have proposed cloud-based automated test data generation
framework for efficient test data design and effective utilization of parallel machines. The usage of Apache Hadoop
Map Reduce has equipped our strategy with the benefit to overcome the problems associated with LAN or Grid as
explained above.

This section is segregated into two subsections. The first subsection describe the work done by other researchers
on parallel genetic and particle swarm optimization algorithms using Map Reduce. The second subsection illustrates
several studies proposing different models for the cloud-based testing.

3.1. Parallel Genetic and PSO Algorithms based on MapReduce

In this section, we will describe the work done in the field of parallelization of GA and PSO algorithms using
MapReduce model. However, the perspective of the aforementioned research is not software testing and is different
from our proposed framework in a number of ways. In [55] the author proposed MRPGA in which he emphasized the
iterative nature of GA process and added additional reduce phase for selecting best individuals at the end of iteration
of parallel GA. It is composed of single master and several mappers with reducers. Execution of tasks in parallel
on multiple mappers is scheduled by Master. Mapper evaluates the fitness function values of chromosome and the
reducer chooses the optimum chromosomes. It has been implemented in .NET platform using C sharp language and
problems like DLTZ5 and DLTZ4 has been solved [51]. Verma et al.[54] modelled genetic algorithms into the Hadoop
MapReduce model by using multiple reducers. Their experiments demonstrated the convergence and scalability up
to 105 variables for the ONEMAX problem. Ibrahim Aljarah et al. [52] proposed a framework that produces parallel
version of particle swarm optimization using MapReduce. The authors devised clustering algorithm analogous to the
k-means clustering method and demonstrated efficient usage of commodity hardware. Scalability and linear speed up
was proved experimentally. McNabb et al. [53] has also worked for the parallelization of Particle Swarm Optimization
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using MapReduce model. The author evaluated his model with benchmark function and shown a scaling of up to 256
processors and node failure tolerance. The map phase performs update operation of particle’s velocity, position,
particle value and then evaluates particle’s best value. The global best value is computed by the reducer phase.

Our approach is different from the above mentioned proposal as our main objective is to speed up the test data
generation task by utilizing MapReduce primitives. We configured our job as Map only job where number of reduce
task is set to zero. Mapper performs entire task with its InputSplit and the number of output files generated is equal to
the number of mappers and is written to the Hadoop Distributed File System on the same machine. This has helped us
to reduce the overhead associated with the data movements to the Reducer. All the necessary operations are performed
in parallel by the Mapper.

3.2. Existing Cloud-based Testing Frameworks

Software testing is a periodic activity and its conventional model requires new environments to be set up for each
project. Test labs established in companies typically sit idle for longer periods, consuming capital, power and space.
The anecdotal and published reports states that approximately 50% to 70% of the technology infrastructure earmarked
for testing is underutilized [63].

The model of cloud computing provides several benefits such as cost reduction, on-demand flexibility, improved
alliance, increased efficiency, freedom from acquiring assets and reduction in time to-market for key business appli-
cations. The advent of cloud computing and the transformation of IT paradigm from Cap-Ex model to Op-Ex model
demands the migration of software testing activities to cloud. Software testing is one of the most important activities
of software development and can be safely moved to the cloud as it does not contain sensitive corporate data.

This section portrays certain related works that proposes different frameworks for the cloud-based testing. De-
pending on the types of research models, Cloud-based testing can be divided into seven categories [31]. In our
previous work [36], we have analyzed and described the existing Cloud-based testing models and various approaches
of software testing in cloud environment. We have compared our proposed framework with some of the popular ex-
isting cloud-based testing models in the Comparison Table 6.

D-Cloud is a cloud based software testing environment for testing of distributed systems [18]. It uses virtual ma-
chines using Eucalyptus private cloud environment. It facilitates fault tolerance testing by instigating device faults by
using virtual machine. On comparing with our testing model, it only provisions the execution of test jobs designed by
tester and does not generates test data automatically without intervention of tester.
VATS makes use of HP LoadRunner for generation of load and automatically evaluates the performance SAP R/3
system operating in Xen-based environments [19]. However, it only supplements with the Service Lifecycle Manage-
ment System and only supports the testing of applications compatible with it. Ganon et all. proposed performance
testing framework for Network Management System (NMS) which allows testing distributed system containing VoIP
private branch exchange (PBX) networked through SIP. Authors make use of emulation agents to write application
level test cases [26]. Authors demonstrated automated execution of tests in considerable less amount of time whereas
our proposed strategy focuses on automatic test data generation along with execution using soft-computing technique
with a remarkable time reduction capability.

Liviu Ciortea et al. [21] and Stefan Bucur et al. [20] both made contributions towards the Cloud9 development.
Their efforts were based on parallel symbolic testing that calibrates to large clusters of machines. Stefan Bucur et al.
[20] was inspired by the research of Liviu Ciortea and he proposed a new symbolic environment model that braces
all essential aspects of the POSIX interface, like synchronization, networking, processes, threads, IPC, and file I/O.
Authors mainly concentrated on devising the parallel version of symbolic execution engine and also implemented
load balancing for automated testing of UNIX utilities. on contrary, we developed the automated test data genera-
tion strategy using Apache Hadoop MapReduce for object oriented software. The implementation of our approach is
much easier and simpler due to the fact it takes care of tasks like fault tolerance, load balancing and the coordination
of the execution of parallel tasks in the distributed environment [13] using Apache Hadoop MapReduce technology,
additionally our strategy also supports the test case generation of applications containing more than one class.

Alexey Lastovetsky[22] made contributions in the field of parallel testing of computer software systems. In his
work author demonstrated regression testing for a distributed programming system in a parallel environment and ob-
served a speed up of 7.7 on two quad processor workstations. Joshua[22] and GridUnit [27][28][29] executes JUnit
test cases in parallel. Both the tools are based master slave architecture where master node instructs the numerous
slave nodes to execute test cases in parallel which fastens the testing process. Joshua harnessed Jini for parallel
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distribution of regression test suite over several nodes, whereas GridUnit employed grid computing. In [30] author
designed HadoopUnit which performs unit testing using JUnit for distributed execution framework. It made the use
of MapReduce primitives to distribute test cases execution over the cloud. The necessary files such as testing tool and
test cases are uploaded to the Hadoop Distributed File System prior to its utilization by a Mapper node. Mapper nodes
are instructed by a Master for execution of test cases and the Reducer collects the report and stores it in the distributed
file system. An elementary case study [30] done with HadoopUnit on a 150-node cluster showed astonishing speedup
of 30x in execution time. These research works basically focused on execution of manually generated test data over
multiple nodes and substantially lack the user support in term of automatic designing of intelligent test cases.

Sasa Misailovit’c et al. [23] worked on novel approach based on the Korat algorithm for complex test inputs.
It requires input by the user in the form of imperative predicates and finitization that limits the size of test inputs.
Imperative predicate and finitization are java methods and needed the involvement of tester having expertise in java
programming language. On the other hand, in our framework there is no such requirement from the user. The user
only needs to upload the bytecode of the software and our framework automatically generates test cases for all the
testable methods and classes in an object oriented program.

Manuel Oriol [24] designed YETI which is random testing tool over cloud and test programs written in Java and
.Net. The authors have used the Apache Hadoop MapReduce for distributing the tasks of generating test cases over
Amazons Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). Yeti however, face challenges in terms of automatic mapping of testing
sessions for more than one class, defining test adequacy criteria of test cases for better detection of faults in random
testing sessions distributed over nodes. Our proposed framework is capable of generating optimal test cases very
easily and efficiently with branch coverage and fault detection as test adequacy criteria. It is also capable of automatic
distribution of all the classes present in software over several nodes in a hadoop cluster for parallel generation of
automatic test cases.

Yu et al. proposed novel model TaaS for the provision of testing resources access to end users. Authors utilized
computing resources efficiently by devising their scheduling and dispatching algorithms. They also examined the tol-
erance of the framework by raising load of test task and have also analyzed the total computing time by dispersing it
into two components i.e. test task scheduling and test task processing time [25]. On the other hand, we devised auto-
mated test data generation and employed Hadoop Map Reduce to enhance features like load-balancing, fault-tolerance
and scheduling of MapReduce jobs over hadoop cluster. Linda Di et al. [35] employed traditional genetic algorithm
using Hadoop Map Reduce to generate test data. On the other hand, we adopted the hybrid strategy employing the
concept of particle swarm optimization, genetic algorithm and pareto optimality principle to identify best optimal test
suites in minimum possible time.

Although the research carried out at Fujitsu [39] suggested that testing is the most likely workload that can utilize
cloud computing resources, yet very few works from academia has been reported on cloud based software testing
strategies. Most of the research work are around the parallel test execution. Only few authors [35][24] have worked
on automatic test case generation strategy. QoS factor considered by them is either branch coverage or bugs detected.
Our research work is centered on optimal and intelligent test case generation with complete quality check of an ap-
plication submitted for unit testing. This has been achieved by giving emphasis on QoS parameters such as %branch
coverage and average percentage of faults detected per unit time. A novel software testing framework for automatic
test data generation has been designed and evaluation is performed by comparing it empirically with the other existing
soft computing based test data generation strategies in cloud environment.

4. Architecture Overview of Proposed Framework

In this section, we have described the architectural overview of our proposed framework and is illustrated in Figure
1. As depicted, our framework is composed of the following components:

i. Starter: It is the front-end of our framework which takes an input SUT, TestGoal from the user and transforms
it in the form of Test Description File(TDF) and stores in a file in HDFS. It invokes the MR-PSOG in Optimizer.

ii. Optimizer: It is the main module which performs necessary computations for automatic test data generation. It
gives the JUnit file and also stores information related to number and type of resources utilized in the generation
of test suites.
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Testing Model Testing Approach Automated Test Data Generation Parallelization Framework Test Bed SUT Performance Adequacy
Criteria Test Adequacy Criteria

Yeti
Automated
Random
Testing

Yes Apache Hadoop Amazon EC2 Java.lang Speedup Bugs detection

VATS Performance
Testing using HPLoadRunner

No /
Test
execution
only

No Xen SAP/R3
Service
Performance —

D-Cloud Fault Injection Testing

No /
Test
execution
only

No QEMU and Eucalyptus
Disibuted
Application

Cost ;
Time —

Cloud-9 Symbolic Execution Yes No Amazon EC2 UNIX utilities Speedup Line Coverage

GridUnit Regression Testing

No/
Test
execution
only

No Grid JUnit Test case Execution Speedup No

Joshua Regression Testing

No /
Test
execution
only

No Jini
JUnit Test
case Execution Speedup No

Korat Constraint
Testing Yes Google MapReduce No

Google
Application

Object Graph
Visualization Constraint satisfaction

NMS Performance Testing No No No
Simulated
networks

Scalability;
Time No

TaaS

Prototype
of Taas
Over
Cloud

No No Cloud Web Application Elasticity No

HadoopUnit Regression Testing

No/
Test
execution
only

Apache Hadoop Hadoop Local Cluster JUnit Test case Execution Speedup No

Linda et al. Unit Testing Yes Apache Hadoop Hadoop Local Cluster
One Open
Source Library

Speedup;
Coverage Line Coverage

MRPSOG
Our
Proposed
Framework

Unit Testing Yes Apache Hadoop Amazon EC2
Five Open
Source Library and
Four classes

Speedup;
Resource
Utilization, Scalability;
%Increase
in APFD score,
%increase in coverage per
unit time

Branch coverage;
Fault detection

Table 1: Comparison Chart of Existing Cloud-based Testing Models

iii. Cost Evaluator: It generates the bill based upon the factors namely test goal, cost budget, size of the software
under test and testing type.

The Overall flow of the Framework is described through the following steps and is depicted in Figure 2:

i. The user submits the test request to the Starter. The test request consists of bytecode of the SUT, type of testing
and the test goal in the form of Test Description File (TDF). TDF is saved on the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) in the form of different files.

ii. The Starter signals the Optimizer about the user request and request it to read the TDF stored on the HDFS and
other related files related the code of the SUT. The Optimizer then instruments the bytecode of the SUT and
starts MapReduce job. This node containing Optimizer Module acts as the master node of the Hadoop Cluster.

iii. The MR PSOG algorithm (main component of Optimizer) forks many copies of itself on the Hadoop cluster.
Subsequently, the master node allocates map tasks to the slave nodes of the Hadoop cluster. The Map tasks
consist of all the operations related to the execution of intelligent test data generation. It also performs the min-
imization and selects the most optimal test suites generated over mapper-slaves and writes the Final TestSuite
to the HDFS. The number of nodes used to perform map tasks are also written in the HDFS.

iv. The workers notifies about its completion to the master node. After that, the Optimizer module sends the signal
to the Cost Evaluator to generate the bill. It reads the data stored in the files related to number of resources used
and other input factors such as type of testing, test goal etc to compute the cost incurred.

v. The Cost Evaluator sends the bill to the Starter module. The Starter sends the bill to the user and asks for the
payment using Payment Gateway service. The TestReport is sent to the user upon the reception of the payment.
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Figure 1: Framework of Cloud-based Testing

4.1. Starter

This is the front end of the framework where user inputs the purpose of testing (test goal), type of testing and
bytecode of the Software Under Test (SUT). This is converted to Test Description File (TDF) and saved to the HDFS.
It also consists of Report Submitter module which delivers the Test Report and Test Suites to the user after obtaining
the ’payment received’ signal from Cost Evaluator. Subsequently, it invokes the Optimizer for optimal test case
generation.

4.2. System Architecture of Optimizer

This module is responsible for generating optimal test cases. The process of test data generation begins with the
formation of class control flow graph followed by the derivation of the optimal test inputs that results into the execu-
tion of the desired paths. The suitability of the test inputs is decided by the fitness function and the desired path can
be specified by the user in the form of test goal. Mathematically, test data generation can be defined as follows:

Given a SUT S and a path z, generate input i ∈ A, so that i traverses path z.
A→ Set of all possible Inputs

SUT S can be represented mathematically as a function mentioned below:
S : A→ R, where A is set of all possible inputs and R is set of all possible output.

The control flow graph of object oriented program is shown below in the Fig. 3. The Class control flow diagram
shown in the above figure shows that upon the call of a method the control flow graph of a method is created which is
same as that of control flow graph of a method of procedural program.
The system architecture is shown in the Fig. 4. It consists of following two main sub-modules:

i. MR PSOG Algorithm: This module manages the overall execution of MR PSOG. It performs all the task
related to initializations and once it terminates it returns test suites for Software Under Test.
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Figure 2: Execution Flow

ii. Mapper: It is invoked by MR PSOG to evaluate fitness of each particle and their associated pareto ranks. Also,
it keeps track of the best particle and writes it to a global file in HDFS. It is followed by the minimization of
the test suites by removing redundant test cases and the prioritization of the resulting Test Suite. It also updates
TestReport, FinalTS and Resource Utilization Table on HDFS.

The operative principle of the proposed approach as described above is also depicted through flowchart shown in
Figure 5.

4.2.1. MR PSOG Algorithm

It acts as the driver and performs all the tasks required to initiate the MapReduce. The implementation has been
carried out in java programming language. The steps of MR PSOG has been showed in Algorithm 3 and are explained
below:

i. At the first step, new configuration is generated and the bytecode of the SUT is loaded on the HDFS. It extracts
all the names of the classes present in the API in a file on HDFS.

ii. The MapReduce job is created and MRJob and Mapper class are set.
iii. The number of Reduce tasks is set to zero in the configuration. By making number of reduce tasks to zero

the job becomes Map only job and Mapper does all its task with its InputSplit and no job is specified for the
Reducer. In this case, the number of output files is equal to number of mappers and is written the HDFS.
This helped us in reducing the overhead associated with the data movements to the Reducer. All the necessary
operations has been performed in parallel with the Mapper.

iv. Output key Class and Output Value class are initialized.
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Figure 3: The Class Control Flow Diagram [41]

4.2.2. Mapper

This module is called by MR PSOG from Master node (JobTracker) for all the classes as a Map Task over different
worker machines (TaskTrackers). It makes call to the following submodules:

i. genBestPopulation: This module perform all the necessary operations of automatic test data generation for all
the public classes of the SUT.

ii. minTestCases: It minimizes the test data by eliminating the redundant test cases.
iii. priortizeTestCases: It priortizes the test cases for the maximal fault detection.
iv. printTestCases: This module is responsible for printing of the test cases in the form of JUnit file
v. The JUnit files are written to the HDFS by calling context.write() method

4.2.3. The Test data Generation

Soft Computing can be defined as sequence of procedures and methodologies to find out the solution of hard prob-
lems such as NP-complete problems in the same way as done by human beings by using intelligence, common sense,
consideration of appropriate approaches and analogies. Software test data generation is an undecidable problem and
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Figure 4: System Architecture of Optimizer

ALGORITHM 3: MR PSOG
input : Byte code of the SUT
input : Path of input directory
input : Path of output directory

Create New Configuration;
Load byte code of SUT on HDFS;
Create new MRPSOG Job;
Set MRJob Class;
Set Mapper Class;
Set Number of Reduce Tasks = 0;
Set Output Key Class;
Set Output Value Class;

ALGORITHM 4: Mapper(Key, Value, Context)
input : Class Under Test of the SUT
output: JUnit File

classUnderTest = value.getBytes();
getBestPopulation(classUnderTest);
minTestCases();
prioritizeTestCases();
printTestCases();
junitFile = getJunitFileData(classUnderTest);
context.write(junitFile);
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Figure 5: Flowchart of the Proposed Framework

often it is termed as NP Complete problem which can be efficiently solved by utilizing soft computing techniques such
as genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization algorithm. There are two main prerequisite of soft computing
technique that should be met before it can be used to solve particular. Firstly, the method of encoding candidate
solution to the problem. The second requirement is the mechanism for fitness function evaluation. Both the perquisite
adopted by us in the proposed framework are explained below:

Representation
The first step to find the solution of a problem by applying soft computing technique is to encode the candidate solu-
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tion. The encoding can be done with much precision with the help of illustration of the grammar. The grammar is the
set of productions which defines the syntax of the candidate solution. In our research work, a solution is a test suite
which encompasses set of test cases. Test case is not just a combination of parameter values rather it is a sequence
of constructor and method calls with the associated parameter values. This representation has been used by many
authors [32] [33] which is necessary for object oriented software. The set of rules are described below with the help
of the grammar.

P→ BV

B→ AB

A→ c(P) | c ∈| c. f (P)
P→ L, P

L→ built − in − type | user − de f ined

V → N,V

N → int | real | Boolean | S tring

Here P represents particle, B represents sequence of constructor and function instantiation represents actual parameters
passed to the function, c represents class name and f represents function name.
Particle representation and its corresponding test case format is a set of JUnit test cases for a given Class Under Test
(CUT) as shown in the Fig. 6

Figure 6: The template of Particle and Test Case Format [41]

Fitness Function
Our novel heuristic attempts to uncover test suites that have maximum branch coverage and reveals faults present in
those traversed paths in minimum time. The fitness function determines the quality of a candidate solution (i.e. test
suites) and is evaluated in terms of branch coverage and faults detected. The mathematical description of the fitness
function adopted by us is as follows:

f itness = ( f 1, f 2) (3)

where f 1 computes the branch coverage and assess the closeness of Test Suite to cover all branches of SUT.
f 2 computes the number of faults detected lying in the traversed paths.

f1 = |S | − |S T | +
∑

bi∈B

Dmin(bi, T )
1 + Dmin(bi, T )

where0 < t ≤ CT (4)
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First part → It deduces approach level of the test suite where S and S T denotes method sequence and traversed
methods respectively.
Second Part→ It evaluates the normalized branch distance where B denotes set of branches of SUT and Dmin denotes
minimal branch distance for each branch bi ∈ B.
The constraint 0 < t ≤ CT keeps execution time in check where t refers to actual execution time and CT denotes
maximum completion time.

There is need to maximize branch coverage and faults detected whereas time should be minimized. The quality
of branch coverage of a particle is measured in terms of approach level and branch distance which is required to be
minimized and is only used to guide the search to better optimal solution. For a given path that does not cover the
target branch, the approach level can be defined as number of branching nodes that are in the way between nodes
covered by the individual and the target node. The approach level directs the search towards the target branch whereas
branch distance guides the exploration of the search algorithm towards promising solution space. Branch distance is
calculated on the instrumented code for the branch predicates by applying the recursive rules as defined in the Table
2 [2]. This has been implemented by making modifications to the source code of Jacaco.

Table 2: Branch Distance Evaluation Rules [2]

Element Value
Boolean If TRUE then 0 else K
a = b If abs(a − b) = 0 then 0 else abs(a − b) + K

a � b If abs(a − b) � 0 then 0 else K
a < b If a − b < 0 then 0 else (a − b) + K

a ≤ b If a − b ≤ 0 then 0 else (a − b) + K

a > b If b − a < 0 then 0 else (b − a) + K

a ≥ b If b − a ≤ 0 then 0 else (b − a) + K

a ∨ b min ( cost (a), cost (b))
a ∧ b Cost (a) + cost (b)
¬a Negation is moved inwards and propagated over a

f 2 =
|z(x)|∑

i=1

q j (5)

Here x is input of the program, Z(x) is traversed path and q j are number of faults detected in jth node of Z(x)
In our work, the unchecked exceptions reported on artificial seeding of the bugs in the SUT has been termed as

fault. Unchecked Exceptions can be termed as a collection of Errors and RuntimeExceptions. RunTimeException is
descended from java.lang.RuntimeException and defined as the internal exceptional conditions of an application from
which it cannot recover at its own. Runtime exceptions are specified by the RunTimeException class and the classes
derived from it. It usually points toward the presence of programming bugs such as logical errors or inappropriate use
of an API. For an instance, NullPointerException are ArrayIndexOutOfBoundException are Runtime Exceptions. On
the other hand, Error is a subclass of Throwable and points towards the external exceptional state of an application
from which it cannot recover at its own. Error is the exception specified by the class Error and its subclasses. Examples
of Errors are OutOfMemoryError and java.io.IOError.

The test data of our proposed framework is generated by calling the method getBestPopulation(). It uses the
concept of GA and PSO and performs all the necessary operations for automatic test data generation. The steps of the
getBestPopulation() are explained below and also depicted in Algorithm 5:

i. At the first step, initial population is generated randomly using random test data generator for the list of targets
present in each class of jar file. The target list is formed in such a way that it covers all the methods and
constructors of the class files. After initialization, SUT is instrumented. The role of instrumentation is to
modify the original executable image by inserting some pattern of instruction before every block to indicate
that the block was executed. Though the modified code still performs the same operations as by the original
program but also convey the value taken by the reached condition. The instrumentation of the SUT is essential
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for the evaluation of fitness function. To evidence the branch distances, extra instruction is added before every
predicate. These instructions are responsible for the computation of branch distance and notify the testing
environment of it.

ii. We have used Jacaco as the instrumentor, it performs code coverage analysis using standard technology in
Java VM based environment [40]. It can be integrated easily with several development tools because of being
lightweight, flexible and well documented library. Jacaco can perform efficient on-the-fly instrumentation and
analysis of applications even in the absence of source code.

iii. The algorithm is iterated until optimal solution has been found or maxIterations has been reached. maxIterations
denotes maximum allowable test data generation time and can be set by the tester.

iv. MR PSOG invokes several mappers for all the classes in the SUT. It computes particle fitness function values,
pareto fronts and perform genetic operations in parallel for all the classes.

v. Initially, it evaluates the objective function of the randomly generated population. The fitness function values
are evaluated as per the defined fitness function explained above.

vi. Pareto fronts are computed using non-dominated sorting algorithm. Non-dominated sorting algorithm helps
to resolve the conflicts among different objective functions. We have used three objective functions (branch
coverage, faults detected and execution time) for evaluation of the quality of particles. The algorithm of gen-
paretoFront is shown in Algorithm 6.

vii. The computed pareto fronts are used to determine the ranks of the particle. The rank of each particle is assigned
with the pareto front number. If pi belongs to PFi then rank of the particle is set to i.

viii. gencrowdDistance algorithm is used to introduce the diversity amongst non-dominated solutions. Crowding
distance function facilitates the selection of particles that are placed in less dense areas and hence helps to avoid
local stuck problems and adds more explorative and exploitative solutions.

ix. The particles are sorted in such a way that the particles possessing lower rank are given priority over the others.
If the ranks of particles are same then the particle which has greater crowding distance is given priority over
others. It is shown mathematically in equation No. 3 and the algorithm is described in Algorithm 7 [34].

pi ≥ p j =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

i f rank(pi) < rank(p j) or

(rank(pi) = rank(p j)) and

(distance(pi) > distance(p j))
(6)

x. The sorted pareto fronts thus obtained are stored in the GBest
xi. The new population is evolved by applying crossover operations between GBest elements.

xii. It then figure out PBest particles by comparing the pareto ranks of the current iteration with the rank of particle
in the previous iteration. Lower the pareto rank better is the individual for the selection. The particle possessing
better rank values are retained whereas others are rejected. PBest particle is the state of the individual who has
acquired the best fitness value when compared it with its previous value in the earlier generation.

xiii. The mutation operator is applied over the new evolved particles (represented by O1 and O2 in the Algorithm
5) and PBest particles. The particles are modified only when the fitness value of mutated particle is higher
otherwise earlier particles are retained.

xiv. The above step is augmented with crossover operation between newly formed PBest particles and GBest parti-
cles. In this way, the best solutions are evolved and saved in the variable IP for the subsequent iteration

xv. The instrumented code is executed to find for unchecked targets.
xvi. The intermediate results like PBest, Covered Targets are saved to a file in HDFS for further reference.

xvii. The above operations are repeated until we get optimal solution or exhausted the threshold of iterations.

4.2.4. Minimization and Prioritization

The module minTestCases() performs minimization of the test cases and eliminate the redundant test cases. It also
updates the TestReport, FinalTS, Resource Utilization Table on HDFS. The priortizeTestCases() module prioritize the
test cases such that fault detection rate increases. To achieve this, we have utilized the concept of Test Prioritization
defined by Rothermel [11] for the prioritization of the test suite. The prioritized test suite covers all the branches and
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ALGORITHM 5: getBestPopulation(classUnderTest)
input : Class Under Test
output: Fitness value of each particle in the population along with their pareto ranks

IP← Generate random population of N particles;

Instrument the SUT;
while t ≤ maxIterations and optimal solution not found do

for pi ∈ IP do
Evaluate fitness of each particle pi as per equation (4);

end
genParetoFront(IP);
if pi ∈ PFi then

r1(pi, t) = i

end
genCrowdDistance(PFi);
Q= Q ∪ PFi;
Sort the elements of Q as per relation (7);

GBest = Q[0 : N]

Z ← elite of GBest ;
while |Z| � |GBest| do

if CP then

O1,O2 ← Crossover GB1, GB2

else

O1,O2 ← GB1,GB2

end
if (r1(pi,t)< r1(pi,t − 1)) then

PBest = (pi, t)

else

PBest = (pi, t − 1)

end
Apply mutation over PBest;
If its fitness value greater than earlier PBest set it as new PBest;
If all the individuals have been processed then write best individuals in PBest and GBest files on HDFS;

end
Apply Crossover operation on each particle stored in PBest with GBest;
IP← elite of Z ;
Execute the instrumented code for each particle to check if there any other untested branches being tested;
Update CovTable, TesGoal, TestSuite on the HDFS;

end
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ALGORITHM 6: genParetoFront(IP)
input : Population IP

output: Non-dominated Fronts

for pi ∈ IP do
for qi ∈ IP do

if pi � qi then
Tp=Tp∪ {qi}

end
if qi � pi then

np=np+ 1;
end
if np = 0 then

PF1=PF1∪ {pi};
end

end
end
c=1;
while PFi � ∅ do

L=∅;
for pi ∈ PFi do

for qi ∈ Tp do
nq=nq− 1;
if nq = 0 then

L=L∪ {qi};
end

c = c + 1

PFi=L;
end

end
end

ALGORITHM 7: genCrowdDistance(PFi)
input : Pareto Front
output: Crowding distance

l= |PFi|;
For each i, Set I[i]dis=0 ;
For each objective m;
I=sort(I,m);
I[1]dis=I[l]dis =∞ ;
for i = 2to (l − 1) do

[i]dis = I[i]dis + (I[i + 1].m + I[i − 1].m)

end
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detect maximum possible faults in the software under test. It is described as below:

The Test Case Prioritization Problem:
Given: T, a test suite; PT, the set of permutations of T;f is a function from PT to the real numbers.
Problem: Find R ∈ PT such that {∀(R ∈ PT )(R � T )[ f (T ) ≥ f (R)]}

Here, PT represents the set of all possible prioritization of T and f is a function that, applied to any such ordering,
yields an award value for that ordering.

4.2.5. GBest Evaluation

We have utilized Pareto ranking methodology to assign the priority to the solution for selection among other so-
lutions in the solution space. Pareto fronts are computed by making a call to method genPareto Front as shown in
Algorithm 6. This concept has been used by many researchers to solve multi-objective optimization problem[34][37].
On the contrary, we have used it to form a set of promising solution (Gbest particles set) which not only satisfy cov-
erage criteria but also detects faults present in the code in minimum possible time. The GBest variable represents the
particles (i.e. test suite) which possess best fitness function value in whole population at a given iteration. The method
genParetoFront() evaluates dominance relation between two particles. Dominance relation is defined as follows: A
decision vector x is said to dominate a decision vector y (also written x � y) if and only if their objective vectors gi(x)
and gi(y) satisfies:

gi(x) ≥ gi(y)∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}; and

∃i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N} | gi(x) > gi(y)

The objective functions chosen by us comprises code coverage and fault detection and it should be maximized for
a given time. Time should be minimized for a given traversed path. When we instantiate the optimization problem to
satisfy above three objectives, it should retain the following properties:
Suppose, we achieve the population of a subset of test suite T with coverage C, fault detection D and execution time
t’ on the Pareto frontier, then,
T1: Any other subset of T cannot achieve more coverage than C without spending more time than t’.
T2: Any other subset of T cannot achieve more fault detection than D while achieving coverage equal to C.
T3: Any other subset of T cannot finish in less time than t’ while achieving coverage equal to or greater than C.
Thus the concept of Pareto optimality helps in accomplishing the balance between the three objectives. This facilitates
in finding set of optimal solutions rather than just a single solution obtained through single objective that merely
approximates the global optimum solution. Each member of the set is a candidate solution upon which improvement
is not possible.
Pareto fronts thus obtained are sorted as per their ranks and crowding distance as shown mathematically in Equation
No. 6 [34].

pi ≥ p j =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

i f rank(pi) < rank(p j) or

(rank(pi) = rank(p j)) and

(distance(pi) > distance(p j))
(7)

Crowding distance function shown in Algorithm 7 facilitates the selection of particles that are placed in less dense
areas and hence helps to avoid local stuck problems and adds more explorative solutions. The sorted pareto fronts
thus obtained are stored in the GBest.

4.2.6. Working Example

In this section, we have explained the working of the mapper algorithm by taking an example of a population of six
particles. The first step evaluates the fitness values of each particle as described in the Section 3.2.6. The fitness values
of each particle in the format of (%branch coverage, %fault detection, time) is as under:
P1=(60,70,3)
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P2=(58,69,5)
P3=(54,65,4)
P4=(75,82,4)
P5=(70,80,3)
P6=(74,83,4)
In the second step, the algorithm genParetoFront is called and two entities (np an Tp) have been computed for each
particle and it is shown in the Table 3
np : Number of particles which dominates pi.
Tp : Set of particles which particle pi dominates.
For each np = 0, the corresponding particles are included in the first Pareto Front (PF1).
Therefore, PF1 = {P4, P6}
For each element of PF1, np of each element of corresponding dominated particles Tp is decreased by one and all
those particles are selected whose np becomes 0. This constitutes the current working set and next pareto front. Hence,
PF2 = {P5}
PF3 = {P1}
PF4 = {P2}
The next step is to sort the elements of pareto fronts. The sorting is carried out by applying the operator as mentioned
in Equation No. 3. The crowding distance is evaluated for PF1 by implementing the algorithm gencrowdDistance.
The Figure 7 clearly shows that distance (T4 ) < distance (T6).
Hence, Gbest = {P6, P4, P5, P1, P2}

Particle n p T p
P1 3 P2, P3
P2 4 P3
P3 5 -
P4 0 P1,P2,P3,P5
P5 2 P1,P2,P3
P6 0 P1,P2,P3,P5

Table 3: Non-dominated Sorts

Figure 7: Crowding Distance

The next step is the application of crossover operation on the elements of GBest. Subsequently, set PBest is
formed by comparing the ranks of initial value of GBest and the modified value achieved after crossover. The solution
possessing lower rank is set to PBest and other solutions are rejected. PBest is further mutated to save best particle in
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the set PBest. This step is followed by crossover operation between the PBest and GBest particles, resulting into the
evolution of new population. The above steps are repeated until optimal solution has been found or maxIterations has
been reached. maxIterations denotes maximum allowable test data generation iterations and can be set by the tester.
The type of crossover and mutation operators used by us are explained below and is similar to our previous work [41].

i. One-point crossover: Crossover operation transforms particles to new particles by randomly choosing the cut
point. The particles are sliced at the cut point and tails of the sliced particles are swapped with each other to
form two new particles. It is shown with help of an example in Figure 8.

ii. Mutation operator: Mutation operator can be applied in three ways and are described below:

• Mutation of parameter values: Parameter values of methods is changed with the another value of same
type. The Figure 8 shows the example in which parameter value passed to class B is changed from 1 to 2.

• Mutation of Constructor: Constructors can be mutated by changing it with another constructor with dif-
ferent parameters. Constructor mutation can be seen in the example shown in Figure 8.

• Mutation of methods: It is carried out by insertion of new method invocations or through removal of some
methods. It is also shown in the example of Figure 8.

Figure 8: Example demonstrating Crossover and Mutation [41]

The above steps are augmented with the minimization of the redundant test cases and prioritization of the minimal
test suite. The test cases are finally printed in the form of JUnit file.

4.3. Cost Evaluator

Our test data generation framework is meant to operate on both public cloud infrastructures and private clusters.
Unlike owning a private cluster the economical way is to acquire the required resources on pay-as-you-go subscrip-
tions. The resources represent computing machines and storage space. The incurred cost will be much lesser than the
cost of acquiring and operating a private cluster of the same size.

The Cost Evaluator evaluates the cost of test data generation based on four parameters namely test goal, cost
budget, size of software under test and testing type. The test goal defines the stopping criteria of test data generation
strategy. The cost budget indicates the upper limit of the chargeable amount the client could afford. The testing type
presents the alternative choices of testing strategies. Presently, our work is focussed on unit testing as the type of
testing offered to the client. In future, other testing strategies may also be offered to the clients as a choice.
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The number and type of resources depend upon the size of the software under test, test goal and cost budget. For
example, the client provides the following inputs for the software under test

i. Test goal of 90% of branch coverage and generation of test cases for crashes.
ii. Cost budget is $500.

iii. Size of the software under test is 10MB.
iv. Type of testing is unit testing.

The number and type of resources will be calculated based on these inputs. For branch coverage, the client will be
charged a telescoping amount $x for each percentage point of coverage. For crash points, $y will be charger for each
crash inducing defects. Both $x and $y will be proportional to the size of the software under test.

Bill = n1 ∗ x + n2 ∗ y (8)

where n1 denotes the percentage coverage of software under test, n2 denotes the number of faults detected and
Bill <= Cost Budget

After the completion of test data generation task, the Cost Evaluator generates the bill. It reads the data stored in
the files related to number and type of resources used. Then, it sends the bill to the starter module. The starter sends
the bill to the client and asks for the payment using payment gateway service. The test report is provided to the client
upon receiving the payment.

5. Performance Evaluation

To perform the empirical evaluation of the proposed strategy carefully, the following research questions have been
designed:
RQ1: Does the proposed strategy improve the fault detection and coverage capabilities?
RQ2: What will be the performance of the map reduce based strategy when compared with the sequential strategy?
RQ3: What will be the performance of the proposed strategy when compared with other existing cloud based strategies
in terms of time taken and resources utilized to produce the desired results?

5.1. Case Study

We took five open source libraries provided by Apache as our case study subjects as shown in the Table 5. The
case study subjects chosen for testing covers varied range of Lines of Code(LOC) i.e. from 6337 to 19041 LOC.
We evaluated our strategy over the Apache Multi-node Hadoop cluster setup in the LAN. We took ten nodes in the
cluster each having the hardware configuration as Intel Core i7-4980HQ CPU as the processor with quadra core 2.8
GHz processor, 16 GB of RAM. The software installed on the machines are Hadoop 1.04 and Ubuntu 12.04. In the
master-slave mode, one of the nodes was made master and other nine acted as slaves. The job of test data generation
of a jar file is distributed among 30 Mappers in parallel. The generated test data is written to the HDFS in the form
of JUnit File. The test adequacy criterion chosen by us are branch coverage and faults detection. The performance
adequacy criterion are the percentage increase in APFD score, percentage increase in coverage per unit time and the
percentage decrease in time while using the same allotted computational resources. Table 4 shows the parameter
settings used for experiments.

Table 4: Parameters Settings

Population Size 200
Crossover Probability 0.9
Mutation Probability 0.2
Number of Iterations 1000
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Table 5: Features of Case Study

Case Study LOC No. of Branches
No. of Classes

Public All
JC Java Collections 6,337 3,531 30 118
JT Joda Time 18,007 7,834 131 199
CP Common Primitives 7,008 2,874 210 213
CC Common Collections 19,041 8,491 244 418
GC Google Collections 8,586 3,549 91 331

5.2. Experimental Design, Results & Analysis

In order to find out the exact cause-and-effect relationships, the guidelines stated in the work [9][10] have been fol-
lowed. We conducted numerous experiments to obtain the suitable answers to the above designed research questions.
The design of experiments have been planned as stated below:

i. Null Hypothesis Significance Testing(NHST): It is accomplished by defining null hypothesis and alternative
hypothesis to compare the strategies.

ii. Two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-test: It is used to perform statistical analysis in conjunction with NHST.
iii. Evaluation of Vargha and Delaney′s Â12 statistics: It is standardized effect size which act as an objective and

standardized measure of the magnitude of observed effect.

We have empirically compared our proposed framework with Yeti (based on random strategy)[24] and strategy
based on traditional genetic algorithm (MR G) in cloud computing environment. We have chosen these strategies
because of their similarity with our approach.
RQ1: Does the proposed strategy improve the fault detection and coverage capabilities?
To answer the RQ1, we executed all the three strategies(which includes our proposed strategy, yeti and genetic al-
gorithm based strategy) w.r.t APFD for each case study subjects. APFD measures the faults detected by a test suite,
higher the score of APFD the higher is the percentage of fault revealed by a particular test suite. It is evaluated using
the following formula:

APFD(T, S ) = 1 −
l∑

i=1

detect(i, T ) ÷ nl + 1 ÷ 2n (9)

In the above equation, T represents Test Suite, S represents Software Under Test, ’n’ represents total number of test
cases and ’l’ represents the number of faults contained in the software under test.// The faults have been injected with
the aid of fault injecting tool JACA [42]. It helps in assessing the quality of test data generated by our proposed
framework. The seeded faults simulates classic programming errors such as use of wrong relational operator, wrong
parameter value and condition missing etc. The percentage increase in APFD score is shown in the box plots in the
Figure 9 and found that on the average percentage increase in APFD score comes out to be 4.86 and 19.56 when
compared with MR G and YETI (based on random strategy) respectively.

We have chosen percentage Coverage achieved per unit execution time (C) as a criterion for performance compar-
ison. As coverage should always be maximized whereas execution time should be minimized, so percentage coverage
achieved per unit execution time should be maximized for a better strategy. We executed the strategies 30 times to
gather sufficient information on the probability distribution of C, performance of the compared algorithms is shown
in Table 6 and is also shown graphically Figure 10.

Null Hypothesis for our statistical test states that there is no difference between our proposed framework and
the existing strategy. Alternative hypothesis states our proposed framework is better than the existing strategy. We
performed pair wise comparisons between the proposed framework, yeti and MR G. The level of significance is set
to 0.05. We have also used Vargha and Delaney′s Â12 statistics, as standardized effect size [9][10] in conjunction with
Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST). An effect is an objective and standardized measure of the magnitude of
observed effect. Vargha and Delaney′s Â12 statistics measures the probability that running algorithm A yields higher
C values than running another algorithm B. It can be computed easily as per the following formula [9][10].

Â12 = (R1/m − (m + 1)/2)/n (10)
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Figure 9: Boxplots of percentage increase in APFD for the case study subjects.

where R1 is the rank sum of the first data group we are comparing. In the above formula, m is the number of
observations in the first data sample, whereas n is the number of observations in the second data sample.
Figure 10 shows the box plots showing the comparison of all the strategies w.r.t SUT which clearly presents the C
score of novel strategy is better than others. Results in Table 6 exhibits positive results with high statistical confidence
which certainly answers RQ1. The average percentage increase in coverage per unit time comes out to be 48.45.
Hence our proposed framework is better than the other strategy.

Table 6: Comparison with Existing Traditional Genetic Algorithm based Testing Models in Cloud Computing Environment. Each algorithm has
been stopped after evaluating up to 200,000 solutions. The reported values are calculated on 30 runs of the test.

Case Study Strategy Minimum Median Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Vargha & Delaney’s Statistics

JC
MR PSOG 3.161 3.3 3.414 3.3 0.089 0.016

1MR G 1.957 2.044 2.089 2.034 0.041 0.007
Yeti 1.67 1.76 1.857 1.76 0.04 0.009

JT
MR PSOG 2.13 2.178 2.227 2.17 0.028 0.005

1MR G 1.517 1.559 1.603 1.56 0.026 0.004
Yeti 1.22 1.29 1.35 1.28 0.03 0.006

CP
MR PSOG 1.843 1.86 1.898 1.869 0.02 0.003

1MR G 1.265 1.413 1.419 1.353 0.069 0.012
Yeti 1 1.08 1.22 1.09 0.05 0.01

CC
MR PSOG 1.8 1.84 1.898 1.841 0.025 0.004

1MR G 1.217 1.25 1.284 1.25 0.017 0.003
Yeti 0.93 0.98 1.06 0.99 0.03 0.005

GC
MR PSOG 2.293 2.365 2.436 2.363 0.051 0.009

1MR G 1.483 1.53 1.569 1.529 0.022 0.004
Yeti 1.2 1.27 1.38 1.28 0.057 0.01

RQ2: How well does the map reduce based strategy perform compared to the sequential strategy?
The Apache Map Reduce based strategy achieves the same APFD and Coverage as that by the sequential version in
much less time. The speedup of 6x to 30x with ten node Hadoop cluster has been observed and is shown in the Fig
11. In order to provide a more concrete quantitative analysis and statistical significance for the answers to RQ2, the
results obtained has been compared using Two-tailed Mann-Whitney U-test.
RQ3: How well does the proposed strategy perform compared to other existing cloud based strategies in terms

of time taken and resources utilized to produce the desired results?
To answer the above research question, we compared our hybrid strategy with MR G [35] [38] and Yeti [24]. To
measure the performance of our proposed framework, we observed the resources and time required for generating test
cases. The resource requirement has been measured by measuring the number of mappers. It has been found that our
novel strategy is able to produce the required results in much less time and resources than the other existing strategy.
This is due to the fact that our strategy is able to find optimal solutions in much lesser iterations than genetic based
strategy and random strategy based approach. This has been achieved because of the following reasons:

i. New particle are evolved by applying genetic operators over PBest and GBest particles. Only the particle
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Figure 10: Boxplots of percentage coverage per unit time (C) for all case study subjects.
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Figure 11: Boxplots of speedup for all case study subjects.

possessing best fitness values are retained. This feature has helped to obtain the faster convergence rate in lesser
number of resources.

ii. The operations related to fitness evaluations and genetic operations are carried out on the Mappers. This has
drastically reduced the unnecessary writes on the HDFS. This also helped us in reducing the overhead associated
with the data movements to the Reducer. All the necessary operations has been performed in parallel with the
Mapper.

iii. The test cases were prioritized and minimized effectively. The redundant test cases were deleted. Thus gener-
ated test suites were compact and took less time while execution than the random strategy based frameworks.

Our strategy is entirely different from the work proposed in [35][38] in a way because we restricted all the operations
related to fitness evaluations and genetic operations to the Mappers and there is no reducer. On the other hand, the au-
thors in [35][38] performed fitness evaluation through Mappers whereas other genetic operations were performed over
Reducer. This results delay in the completion time of the MapReduce job of test data generation as the intermediate
data from the mappers needs to be saved on the HDFS before start of the Reducers. We have performed experiments
and found that our proposed framework is on the average 31.08% faster than traditional genetic algorithm based test
data generation. These results have been shown in Figure 12.

6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this article, we have presented an automated test data generation framework to generate optimal test suites that
not only covers maximum branches but also detects faults in minimum possible time. It applies pareto dominance
concept to resolve conflicts among multiple objectives and finds the best optimal solution. Apart from that, we utilized
Apache Hadoop MapReduce framework for making the framework cloud ready. Apache Hadoop MapReduce frame-
work facilitates convenient and cost-effective distribution of the tasks for test case generation of Java API to several
mappers. The comparison of existing test data generation models in cloud environment with our proposed framework
has also been carried out. Experimental results conducted on hadoop cluster with ten nodes clearly reveal the effec-
tiveness of our framework. As our future work, we intend to extend our framework available as a service over actual
cloud provided by Amazon Web Service where users can upload the services in addition to the desktop application to
get the optimal test suites as an output. The benefits of cloud-based architecture by considering parameterized testing
objectives would also be evaluated through controlled experiments.
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Figure 12: Comparison of models from resource requirement aspect
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